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My beloved Effie 
      I have hoped all day for a letter from you.  Your sundays letter was so short that I felt 
sure that youd write on Monday if you could find a minute.  I thought all day that I should get 
some thing in the evening mail but was doomed to disappointment.  I suppose that it is idiotic 
& weak but I can’t help feeling disappointed tho I don’t blame you at all but only the 
circumstances which have combined against me to defeat my hopes.  Well I must get one 
tomorrow morning.  I used to think it was bad enough at Baltimore before I knew that you 
loved me so dearly but now it is ten times worse.  Tomorrow is my last day for another week.  
The time is really beginning to go very fast with me & I am o so glad of it.  I don’t care how fast 
it flies[,] the faster the better tho I shan’t dare to wish that unless I can also feel that I am 
progressing at the same time. 
       We are having some terribly hot weather just now.  It seems almost utterly unendurable 
after the very pleasant weather of the last two weeks but it is good for the wheat crop so I 
suppose that there exist those who are satisfied & this equalizes the content & the discontent.  
I have felt oppressed all day.  I keep on my coat & roast & take it off & sneeze.  I have a very 
light summer coat almost as thin as linen which is as cool as a coat can very well be & yet that is 
too warm.  But of course this can’t last so very long.  If It does I shall have to allow to stir about 
less.  I used to expect this sort of thing at Baltimore & get it too for October there was generally 
intense but I thought that out here I should escape that October heat.  I began today one new 
thing.  I invited my Juniors in zoology to meet me one hour each week to read Darwins Origin of 
Species together & discuss it some what for I feel that I do not want my advanced students to 
go away from under me without at least the notion that there is a wider philosophic bearing of 
the facts that they study with me here in the laboratory.  The first tendency of the student of 
science is to lose sight of everything in his interest in the facts he observes & this is as it should 
be.  I think that to study zoology properly the student should at first spend all his time in 
studying facts & leave speculation about their meaning until he has gotten facts enough 
together to begin to classify them.  Then he may put two & two together & make four out of 
them, & if he is a man of any power he can’t help putting them together & seeing their 
meaning.  My juniors are now in a position to do this and I want to give them this year some 
conception of the modern theory of Evolution because I don’t think that anyone could fairly 
claim to know any thing about living things who don’t.  We are to meet every Thursday at 3:30 
at my private room & our Darwin circle consists of six persons[:] Miss Baker[,] Miss Van Natta[,] 
Mr. Dragoo[,] Mr. Quick & Mr. Taylor.  The class as a whole don’t interest me as much as the 
Sophomores but nonetheless I have in it my two best pupil[s]: Miss Baker & Mr. Dragoo.  Miss 
Baker is very nice looking[,] very dark complexion[,] hair & eyes & she does tiptop work.  
Everything is turned off with a perfection of finish that is perfectly delightful.  I don’t yet know 
what her grasp of facts & deduction of general laws from them may be.  I think probably not as 
significant for pardon me darling but in this department the women very rarely excel or even 
approach the men.  There seems to be a fundamental difference here between the two sorts of 
mind.  Mr. Dragoo is a very interesting fellow.  I shall have to give him a good hard rubbing but 
he has got the sand in him.  When I lecture I can tell whether I am clear or not by watching his 
face.  When he sees a point he shows it in the space between his eyes & likewise when he don’t 



see it.  And I look there as to a weather glass.  He accompanies me in all my tramps[,] is[,] if I 
may say it to you my darling as I shouldn’t to anyone else[,] apparently devoted to me.  I mean 
to try my apprentice hand on him & see if I am capable as a teacher of turning out a first class 
man.  I feel convinced that he has got the stuff in him.  The year will show what I can do for him 
__  I will tell you about my Sophomores at some time but not now for I must stop.  My other 
men are not particularly interesting.  Miss Van Nattta is pleasant & willing but hasn’t the push 
and dig of Miss Baker nor her nicety of workmanship.  Mr. Quick is slow & easily discouraged & 
when he strikes a snag stops & waits for me to help him out.  Such a man disgusts me.  Mr. 
Thompson Taylor is too old to learn new tricks.  I find he is patient and works hard but he is not 
bright & don’t quickly apprehend ones meaning.  You have to introduce a new idea into his 
head with a sledge hammer.  He & Quick try all the patience I have which often isn’t any too 
much any how.  I don’t think that Quick is worth bothering with but I feel sorry for thomp 
Taylor & am willing to lend him all the help that I can & may make something out of him yet.  I 
must stop now dearest tho I should like to write more.  Perhaps I may later in the evening.  
Goodbye my love Your Harry ___ 


